
TODAY’S SCHEDULE

1:00 - 2:00 PM: Shaumbra News with Geoffrey & Linda
2:30 - 4:15 PM: Shoud 1 of the Wings Series
4:30 PM: Annual Summer BBQ and tribute to John Kuderka for 
15 years of service to the Crimson Circle

SHAUMBRA CALENDAR

First time online!
Adamus Saint-Germain’s
DreamWalker® Death Online
August 11 - 13, 2017
DreamWalker® Death Transitions is the very first school offered by 
Adamus Saint-Germain, first channeled in Taos, NM - August 14-
16, 2005. The DreamWalker® Death Transitions school is among 
the most transformational classes offered by the Crimson Circle, 
and this is the first time it will be presented online. Adamus wil-
ladd additional channels during the live webcast. Before and after 
each channeled session, there will be comments from Geoff and 
Linda as they host the School live. In DreamWalker Death, Adamus 

Saint-Germain explains the many different levels or areas of the 
non-physical realms. In DreamWalker Death, you will also learn 
how to conduct a DreamWalk for someone who is approaching 
their death or has recently transitioned. All sessions are hosted live 
by Geoff and Linda Hoppe. There will be a live Q & A session with 
Adamus at the end of the class with questions submitted online.

Free online, $33 in-person at the CC studio
We’re undergoing the biggest changes in the history of the plan-
et… changes that are coming at an unprecedented rate. Three 
world-class authors and channelers will come together to talk can-
didly about the information they are receiving from the angelic 
entities about what comes next. Do they all have the same per-
spective about the changes? Not exactly. Do they all know that big 
changes are coming? Absolutely! Jim Self, Steve Rother and Geof-
frey Hoppe felt called to get together on stage for the first time 
ever to discuss our changing world, with insights from the angelic 
realms that might surprise some, and for others confirm what they 
are already feeling. “Channelers of Change” is a unique opportu-
nity to enjoy different perspectives on what this means and what 
the future might hold. Each channeler works with a unique collec-
tive consciousness – Lightworkers, Shaumbra, Alchemists – which 
brings forth a different focus in the messages. Tune in and find out 
what resonates with you!

Sold out
The Magic of Merlin III
Sibiu, Romania
September 3 - 4, 2017
We return with Adamus to Romania for The Magic of Merlin III. 
We will explore new energy Magic and Mastery in beautiful Sibiu, 
located in the heart of Romania, on the northern side of the Car-
pathian Mountains, in Transylvania. We’re not sure what Adamus 
is going to talk about in this two-day event in Romania, but if the 
past years are any indication, it will be provocative, humorous, in-
sightful, fun, magical, and certainly leading-edge. Note: The con-
tent and channels for Magic of Merlin III will be entirely different 
than previous years. We’ll also have live music with Yoham, featur-
ing Gerhard Fankhauser, Einat Gilboa and Amir Yakobi. When Yo-
ham is in the house there’s sure to be deep merabhs with Adamus.

AUGUST 5,  2017
CHANNELERS OF CHANGE:

Three Perspectives on World 
Transformation

with Steve Rother, Jim Self & 
Geoffrey Hoppe

August 19, 2017, 2 PM - 6 PM
Live from the Crimson Circle 
Connection Center



TODAY’S MUSIC  

Opening: This Majestic Land by Michael Hoppe 
During Break: Parra for Cuva
Before Adamus’ Message: Music video created by Jean Tinder 
and Geoffrey Hoppe, from the original song Keep Us by Peter 
Alan Bradley

SHAUMBRA MAGAZINE
August 2017 Issue
Deaf Ears, Closed Minds
by Geoffrey Hoppe

Morning Brew
by Patricia Eberlin

Silence
by Melinda Fehervari

Shaumbra Heartbeat 
by Jean Tinder

Plus the latest Shaumbra News

Sold Out
The Threshold
Rust, Austria
September 10 - 14, 2017

The Threshold is the premium Crimson Circle event based on what 
Adamus Saint-Germain calls The Threshold of Enlightenment. 

5 spaces still open 
The Simple Master: Allowing & And
Monteriggioni, Italy (Tuscany)
September 20 - 24, 2017
In this new workshop titled “The Simple Master,” Adamus 
Saint-Germain helps clear the clutter and bring you back to the 
basics: Allowing & And. Adamus says these are the keys to em-
bodied enlightenment. “Allowing” means to get out of the mind 
– and get out of your human-aspect ways – to allow the Free 
Self to be present in your everyday life. “And” brings you back 
to the realization that you are not singular, linear or local. You 
can be the Master and the student simultaneously. You can be 
human – with all of the human quirks and quacks – and, at the 
same time, be divine. Live music with Yoham! Only a limited 
number of rooms are available at the Borgo San Luigi resort...  
book now!

Sold out....wait list only
The Threshold Reunion
Monteriggioni, Italy (Tuscany)
September 26 - 29, 2017
For The Threshold graduates only. The Threshold Reunion is a 
time to gather together with Adamus and previous participants 
to go to a deeper level, answer questions, hear new information 
from Adamus and celebrate life with Shaumbra and friends. 

The next level of CC workshops
The Simple Master: Allowing & And 
Adelaide, SA, Australia
November 13 - 15, 2017
We’re back in Oz for The Simple Master gathering. Adamus 
Saint-Germain helps clear the clutter and bring you back to the 
basics: Allowing & And. Adamus says these are the keys to em-
bodied enlightenment. “Allowing” means to get out of the mind 
– and get out of your human-aspect ways – to allow the Free 
Self to be present in your everyday life. “And” brings you back to 
the realization that you are not singular, linear or local. You can 
be the Master and the student simultaneously. 

COMING IN FEBRUARY 2018
• Mid February - BON Adventure - Kona (Big Island), Hawaii
• Late February - The Threshold - Kona (Big Island), Hawaii
Watch for details on the Crimson Circle website, Shaumbra 
Magazine and Facebook.
 

Just released.... the sensual experience with Adamus and Soy from the 
Shaumbra gathering in Munich, June 2017. Now available as a Cloud Class 
in the Crimson Circle store. 

New! Wings Series starts today. It’s our 19th series since the 
Crimson Circle was founded in August 1999.


